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Single-Photon Interference due to Motion in an Atomic Collective Excitation
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We experimentally demonstrate the heralded generation of bichromatic single photons from an atomic
collective spin excitation (CSE). The photon arrival times display collective quantum beats, a novel
interference effect resulting from the relative motion of atoms in the CSE. A combination of velocity-
selective excitation with strong laser dressing and the addition of a magnetic field allows for exquisite
control of this collective beat phenomenon. The present experiment uses a diamond scheme with near-IR
photons that can be extended to include telecommunications wavelengths or modified to allow storage and
retrieval in an inverted-Y scheme.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.253601
I. Introduction.—Quantum-state engineering is of critical
importance to the development of quantum technologies.
Atomic media are an attractive option for realizing these
technologies [1], providing well-defined optical transitions,
long coherence times, frequency-matched high-brightness
single-photon sources [2,3], quantum memories [4–6] and
repeaters [7], coherent control protocols based on slow light
and adiabatic following [8], and strong nonlinearities that
produce controllable phase shifts [9]. While there are clear
advantages over solid-state approaches [10], the techno-
logical complexity of typical cold-atom experiments
presents a challenge for scaling and wider application.
In contrast to cold-atom systems, thermal atomic vapor
experiments provide a reproducible and scalable hardware
platform. Their use has enabled the development of many
practical devices including chip-scale atomic clocks [11],
brain sensors [12], and microwave electrometers [13].
However, the inability to address individual atomic states
in a controlled manner, due to multilevel degeneracy and
motional broadening, inhibits their wider use in quantum-
state engineering applications. Optical pumping is conven-
tionally used for initial state preparation, and buffer gases
[14] and antirelaxation coatings [15,16] can be employed to
mitigate decoherence processes for ground-state atoms.
However, for schemes involving excited states [17] or thin
cells [18], these methods usually cannot be applied. An
alternative solution is to apply a strong magnetic field that
resolves the multilevel degeneracy. This method has
recently been shown to simplify nonlinear atom-light
interactions in thermal vapors, resulting in the enhanced
control of electromagnetically induced transparency [19]
and absorption [20]. Another major challenge facing the
application of thermal atomic vapors to quantum-state
engineering is motion-induced dephasing [21] because of
the broad atomic velocity distribution. It is therefore
interesting to consider novel quantum states that exploit
this motion, for example, when a single excitation is stored
in an entangled state of two atoms with relative motion.
This state was discussed theoretically in the 1970s but was
deemed “impossible to observe directly” [22] in thermal
vapors due to the wide spread of velocities rapidly washing
out the spatial correlations between atoms.
In this Letter, we demonstrate a method to engineer this
type of collective state in a thermal atomic vapor. The
prepared state consists of a single excitation as a robust
collective superposition of two velocity classes, whose
coherent nature is demonstrated by measuring collective
quantum beats [22]. The single excitation is emitted as a
single photon with two frequencies. At present, there is
much interest in these “bichromatic” photons, as they could
be used to entangle spatially separated quantum memories
or perform spectroscopy with small numbers of photons
[23,24]. Combining the application of a large magnetic
field and strong laser dressing in a velocity-selective ladder-
type excitation, we demonstrate excellent control over the
state preparation.
II. State preparation.—During the state preparation, a
strong magnetic field allows individual control over the
internal atomic states, and a ladder-type excitation with
strong laser dressing allows the tunable selection of the
external (motional) states. A magnetic field (B ¼ 0.6 T)
splits the atomic states according to their projection of spin-
orbit coupling mJ, by energy mJμBB, where μB is the Bohr
magneton. This field, provided by permanent neodymium
magnets, separates the optical transitions of the atom by
more than their Doppler-broadened linewidth [25,26]. A
pump laser can then be tuned to address only those atoms
from the ensemble that are in the chosen mJ state, jgi,
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reducing the internal degrees of freedom of the system to
four coupled levels [Fig. 1(a), inset]. A ladder-type exci-
tation scheme with copropagating pump and coupling
lasers [Fig. 1(a)] selects a narrow group of resonant atoms
from the broad velocity distribution. A strong coupling
laser dresses the bare atomic states jai and jbi, allowing the
simultaneous excitation of two narrow velocity groups
(with well-defined phases) satisfying the condition 2kvz ¼
1
2
ðΔc 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δ2c þ 2Ω2c
p
Þ (Fig. 1). These two groups corre-
spond to the dressed states jd1i and jd2i in Fig. 1(a), inset.
By choosing the detuningΔc and driving strengthΩc of the
coupling laser, with wave vector k, one can choose the
velocities vz of the two excited velocity classes. For a
negatively (red-) detuned coupling laser, these correspond
to one nearly stationary group and one moving away from
the detector [Fig. 1(b)].
A single collective excitation is produced by heralding
on the spontaneous decay of the excited atoms. The herald
photon maps the instantaneous relative phase of the atoms
[Fig. 1(b)], from the steady state under strong laser driving,
into the excited state jei. Since the strong driving prefer-
entially selects two atomic velocity classes, the photon
detection heralds the coherent splitting of the single
excitation into these two velocity groups. The driving
lasers and the herald and signal output channels fulfill
the wave-matching condition as in usual diamond four-
wave mixing schemes [27,28]. Because of this, the single
excitation takes the form of a spin wave, picking out a
preferential output direction for the collective emission of
the signal photon [29]. Because of the atomic motion, the
emission from the moving group of atoms will be Doppler
shifted with respect to that of the stationary atoms [car and
house in Fig. 1(c)]. This frequency shift leads to interfer-
ence and the observation of beats in the signal emission
[Fig. 1(d)], demonstrating the persistence of coherence in
the single excitation split between two velocity groups. In
contrast to usual quantum beats, that originate due to state
superposition within the single-atom structure [30–32],
these beats originate due to a superposition of atoms with
different velocities being in the same internal excited state
jei [Fig. 1(e)]. Beating of light fields emitted by two groups
of atoms with different velocities has previously been
observed in superradiant emission from thermal ensembles
after pulsed excitation [33]. However, these superradiant
beats cannot be observed on a single-photon level, since
which-path information is stored in the excited state
regarding which atoms decay in the process; one could,
in principle, check, for each emitted photon, which velocity
class is in the excited state. Finally, we note that single-
photon beats can be observed in cold atoms (only one
velocity class) by using an additional laser to dress the
levels involved [34,35].
III. Experimental details.—Experimentally we use
87Rb atoms in a diamond scheme with energy levels
(a)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(b)
FIG. 1. Preparation of a single excitation as a collective superposition of two atomic velocity groups. (a) A thermal vapor of 87Rb is
continuously driven by weak pump- and strong coupling-laser beams. A strong magnetic field of 0.6 T, applied with permanent magnets,
simplifies the internal level structure by isolating only the four levels shown in the inset (in the semidressed picture). The coupling laser
dresses the atoms, so that atomswith two different velocities (shown in red and blue in the inset) are preferentially excited. The detection of
a “herald” photon heralds the preparation of a single excitation in level jei in the form of a spin wave. (b) The excitation is mostly split
among two velocity classes, one stationary and one moving away from the signal detector in (c), with an initial phase difference of π.
Because of the Doppler effect, light emitted from these two classes of atomswill be shifted in frequency, causing beats in the signal photon
detection (d). The beats demonstrate that this setup forms an interferometer (e), where the detection of a herald photon coherently splits a
single excitation and stores it in atoms moving at two different velocities, before recovering the excitation in a common signal channel.
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denoted jgi ¼ 5S1=2ðmJ ¼ 1=2Þ, jai ¼ 5P3=2ðmJ ¼ 3=2Þ,
jbi ¼ 5D3=2ðmJ ¼ 1=2Þ, and jei ¼ 5P1=2ðmJ ¼ −1=2Þ.
Continuous-wave pump and coupling fields are tuned to
the jgi → jai and jai→ jbi resonances at 780 and 776 nm,
respectively. The pump and coupling fields, with an angular
separation of 10 mrad, are focused to 50 μm (1=e2 waists)
and overlapped at the center of a 2 mm long atomic vapor
cell. The cell, containing rubidium (isotopic abundance
98% 87Rb and 2% 85Rb), is heated to 90 °C. The cell also
contains buffer gasses which contribute an additional
broadening of 7 MHz to the 5S → 5P transitions and
13 MHz to the 5P → 5D transitions. The pump and
coupling powers are 4 μW and 40 mW, respectively, which
correspond approximately to Rabi frequencies of Ωp=2π ¼
34 MHz and Ωc=2π ¼ 270 MHz. The herald and signal
photons are spontaneously emitted on the transitions
5D3=2ðmJ ¼ 1=2Þ → 5P1=2ðmJ ¼ −1=2Þ → 5S1=2ðmJ ¼
1=2Þ at 762 and 795 nm, respectively. In this configuration,
the generated photons are emitted in the forward direction
to fulfill the phase-matching criterion kp þ kc ¼ kh þ ks.
After being separated from the pump light by narrow-band
interference filters and polarization filtering (see
Supplemental Material [36]), the generated photons are
collected into single-mode optical fibers and detected by
avalanche photodiodes. A timing card with a 27 ps
resolution records the photon detection times which are
used to calculate the histogram of herald-signal coincidence
events,Gð2Þh;sðτÞ, as a function of time delay τ between herald
and signal detections. The normalized herald-signal
correlation function is calculated as gð2Þh;s ¼ Gð2Þh;sðτÞ=
ðrhrsΔτTÞ, where rh;s are the count rates on the herald
and signal detectors,Δτ is the histogram bin width, and T is
the total time over which counts were recorded. Figure 1(d)
shows the resulting herald-signal correlation function
under these conditions with a coupling laser detuned
by Δc=2π ¼ 330 MHz.
IV. Theoretical model.—The probability of detecting a
signal photon a time τ after heralding depends on the initial
relative phase of the two velocity groups and the speed
difference in the signal detector direction. To understand
the process that sets the initial relative phase and
the subsequent phase evolution of the atomic medium,
consider an ensemble of atoms enumerated by j in the basis
⊗j jαj; rj; vji ⊗ jnˆkhi ⊗ jnˆksi, where α ∈ fg; a; b; eg
denotes the atomic state and nˆkh;ks the occupation of the
two decay modes corresponding to the herald and signal
wave vectors kh;s. The atomic dynamics, dominated by
evolution under strong laser driving and spontaneous decay
to all other free modes, brings the system to the stationary
state described by the density matrix
P
icijψihψ j
[Fig. 2(a)]. Cascaded spontaneous four-wave mixing emis-
sion, due to the weak coupling H2 to the herald and signal
modes, can be treated as a perturbative correction to the
dynamics. The detection of a herald photon, aˆkh , therefore
projects the system state into the collective spin wave
aˆkhH2jψi ∝
X
j
aje−iðkh−kc−kpÞzj j…ej…i; ð1Þ
where kh, kc, and kp are the herald, coupling, and pump
mode wave vectors, respectively, and factors aj depend on
the atomic velocity component vz. Since the herald
detection is broadband, the projection is into a state where
a single excitation jeji is in a superposition of different
velocity classes.
During the subsequent time τ, before the emission of the
signal photon, the phase of the state given by Eq. (1) will
not change, since state jeji is decoupled from the strong
laser driving. However, the amplitude of this state will
be reduced by expð−γτÞ due to spontaneous emission to
other spatial modes and homogeneous dephasing
mechanisms (e.g., collisions with buffer gasses). Upon
the decay of jeji under H2 [Fig. 2(b)], the detection of the
signal photon aˆks is also broadband and therefore does
not differentiate between emission from different velocity
classes. Therefore, no which-path information is measured.
Emission from different velocity classes will, due to atomic
motion [Fig. 2(b), insets], have a frequency shift of ksvz.
This can give rise to beats in the signal photon detection
[Fig. 2(c)], provided that no information is left in the
medium about which atom emitted the photon. All states
where the two atoms, labeled i and j, are in the super-
position of ground and excited state c1ðtÞjgieji þ
c2ðtÞjeigji fulfill that condition, since after cascaded herald
(a)
(c)
(b)
FIG. 2. Collective decay leading to beats. (a) Continuous
driving prepares the system in a steady state, where atoms i
and j (the sum over all possible i, j is implied) are in a
superposition of ground jgi and bare jbi states. Herald detection
maps the steady-state amplitudes and phases (indicated by the
size and color of the circles) into a superposition of excited states
jei. (b) Subsequently, the relative phase of the atoms evolves due
to motion (see the insets for the spin-wave evolution in space with
color coding of the relative phase; the B-field orientation is
vertical). Since both atoms end up in the same ground state after
emitting the signal photon, the emission amplitudes add coher-
ently and a time-dependent factor appears in the collective signal
[bottom of (a)]. (c) This interference leads to beats in the
probability of directional signal photon emission over time, τ.
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and signal emission (time τ later) they end up in the same
state jgigji, where the amplitude shows interference
between the two possible paths c1ðtþ τÞ þ c2ðtþ τÞ
[bottom of Fig. 2(a)]. From this consideration, we see that
the initial phase of the signal emission from the velocity
class vz will be set by the stationary value of the single-
atom coherence element ρbgðvzÞ between the states jbi and
jgi for the corresponding velocity. Integrating over all the
velocity classes, weighted according to their probabilities
given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution fðvzÞ, one
obtains (see Supplemental Material [36]) the two-photon
correlation function haˆ†ks aˆks aˆ
†
kh
aˆkhiτ ¼ jΨj2, where
Ψ ∝
Z
vz
dvzfðvzÞρbgðvzÞ exp½−ðγ þ iksvzÞτ: ð2Þ
We note that this calculation includes only the contribu-
tion from correlated decays and ignores the background of
uncorrelated photon counts produced by other events (see
Supplemental Material [36]). This gives the normalized
joint-detection probability for the herald and signal photons,
as defined by Glauber’s theory [37], gð2Þh;sðτÞ ¼ 1þ cjΨj2,
where the constant of proportionality c accounts for the
uncorrelated background and is included as a free parameter
in the model.
V. Experimental results.—The developed theoretical
model agrees very well with the temporal correlation data
over a wide range of parameters (Fig. 3). The model is fit to
the data using chi-squared minimization [38] with common
fit parameters for all data sets displayed. This agreement
demonstrates the excellent understanding and control of the
state preparation achieved in our experiment and compares
very favorably to the cases without control over the initial
state, like recent experiments in pulse-seeded four-wave
mixing [39,40]. The observed lifetime of the collective
coherence is on the order of the excited-state lifetime.
During this coherence time, atoms in different velocity
groups can be independently perturbed by external fields,
e.g., by exploiting their Doppler-shifted optical resonances
with coherent driving.An applied perturbationwould imprint
a different phase on the excitation stored in each velocity
group, which could be directly measured by the accompany-
ing change in the herald-signal correlation. In the future, an
inverted-Y scheme could be used, combining a typical Λ
scheme with an additional laser that strongly dresses the
intermediate state [41]. This would enable the storage and
deterministic retrieval of the split single photon, due to the
long-lived ground-state coherences and longer spin-wave
period [42]. During the storage time, the usual qubit rotation
operations could be performed by applying off-resonant
driving that imprints a relative phase via the ac-Stark shift.
The heralded single photon has primarily two frequency
components, the frequencies and amplitudes of which are
tunable via the coupling laser parameters and the magnetic
field. Such a two-color photon may be a useful resource for
entangling two spatially separated atomic quantum memo-
ries. In such a scheme, each memory would absorb one part
of the two-color photon. A symmetric resource state can be
prepared by resonant driving (Δc ¼ 0) that symmetrically
excites two velocity classes, moving in opposite directions
FIG. 3. The persistence of coherence between two collective
excitation components. Experimental data (blue) showing inter-
ference resulting from the coherent splitting of a single excitation
across two groups of atoms with relative motion. The Doppler
shift leads to beats in the state readout with a frequency
proportional to the relative velocity. The detuning of a strong
dressing laser, Δc, sets the velocities of the excited atoms and
thereby determines the beat frequency. A theoretical model (red
curves) finds excellent agreement with the data across the entire
range of detunings studied. The error bars on the experimental
data are calculated assuming Poissonian noise on the individual
histogram bins [38].
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with velocitiesΩc=ðk
ﬃﬃﬃ
8
p Þ set by the coupling laser power
through Ωc. Similar diamond schemes in rubidium would
allow for the generation of telecom-wavelength single
photons [43].
In conclusion, excellent agreement between the theory
and experiment demonstrates that atoms in strongly dressed
thermal vapors [44] offer a reliable platform for quantum-
state engineering. The addition of external magnetic fields
allows for the selective excitation and observation of well-
defined simple systems that can be completely and accu-
rately modeled [19,20]. The collective excitation of two
velocity groups is an example of an entangled state that is
robust against single-atom loss and dephasing [45]. With
the emission of two-color heralded single photons provid-
ing a direct relative phase measurement and tunability of
the atomic response through adjustments to the dressing
laser, these states can be further explored in protocols for
the quantum-state control of atoms and light.
The data sets generated and/or analyzed during the
current study are available in the Durham University
Collections repository [46].
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